Fact or Fiction? Did President Benjamin Harrison Really Try to Fire New Mexico Territorial Judge A. A. Freeman?

By Mark Thompson

It had probably been courthouse scuttlebutt, but in 1948 a former New Mexico Supreme Court librarian gave it credence. He wrote in the January issue of the New Mexico Historical Review that President Harrison was deeply disturbed by the satire in Ellis v. Newbrough and that it “very nearly lost Justice Freeman his place on the court.” Forty years later a Doña Ana County historian wrote that because of his “ill-considered levity,” Justice Freeman “stood in some danger of losing his seat on the bench.” Unfortunately, neither scholar pointed us to any authority and so the question may be asked, “Was it true?”

Alfred Alexander Freeman was born in Tennessee on Feb. 7, 1838, and by 1859 had been admitted to the practice of law. He enjoyed a successful political career in Tennessee, elected several times to the state legislature and losing a close race as the Republican candidate for governor in 1872. He served as U.S. consul in Prague, Bohemia, and was appointed an assistant U.S. attorney general in 1877. With the inauguration of Grover Cleveland in 1885, he returned to private practice, staying in Washington. After Congress created a new associate justice position for New Mexico, President Harrison appointed him to the bench in October, 1890.

Justice Freeman was barely on the job when he was assigned the task of writing an opinion reversing a judgment involving the Shalam religious colony in Doña Ana County. A jury had awarded the plaintiff $1,500 in damages on his complaint that the “Faithist First Church of Tae” had not lived up to its spiritual and theological representations. As shown by the opinions citing the case with approval, it was one of several late 19th Century/early 20th Century actions by disappointed “converts.” Anticipating the law of “church autonomy,” recently (2006) adopted in New Mexico in the employment context, the narrow holding by Justice Freeman, the other justices concurring in the result only, was that the complaint did not set out “a proper cause of action.” Citing no authority and loosely using equitable doctrine (in a case at law for damages), Justice Freeman decided to mock the religion of the parties. It would not be surprising if President Harrison, a lawyer and devout Presbyterian, considered the opinion inappropriate.

What is surprising is that if Justice Freeman “was criticized rather widely” as asserted by one historian, why is there a dearth of such criticism in contemporary, 19th Century, reporting? Another historian undertook a review of the treatment of the Shalam Colony by one newspaper, The Rio Grande Republican, and found no articles on the Supreme Court decision. I reviewed the microfilm of four other newspapers, including the Santa Fe New Mexican, from August 1891 through roughly mid-1892. Not only did I not find any report of President Harrison’s displeasure with Justice Freeman, I found no report on the opinion in Ellis v. Newbrough. The failure to find any contemporary accounts does not, of course, prove that there was no such account, but perhaps it does speak to the lack of notoriety about the opinion and its consequences for Justice Freeman.

Justice Freeman served his full four year term and by May of 1895 was practicing law in Eddy (Carlsbad after 1899) with his son-in-law, James Cameron. Although some historians believed he had first practiced in Socorro, the seat of his judicial district, Freeman chose Eddy County upon arriving in New Mexico, purchasing land from John A. Eddy in 1891. Freeman’s son Hugh, after studying law at Cumberland University in Tennessee, joined the firm in 1900. Louis O. Fullen, who studied law under Freeman while working as editor of the Argus, joined the firm in 1903.

Freeman apparently continued to have the respect of the political and legal community. In 1900, Governor Otero included him on a “blue-ribbon” panel of 12 citizens sent to Washington to lobby against a bill which would have prevented the building of a dam on the Rio Grande in New Mexico. In 1904, the lawyers in Roswell lobbied for his appointment to a new associate justice position created by Congress with an express provision that Roswell would be the headquarters of a, not necessarily the new, district. The New Mexico Supreme Court outsmarted them, however, by (1) creating the 6th District elsewhere, (2) taking Socorro County out of the 5th District and (3) establishing Judge Pope’s 5th District headquarters in Roswell.

In 1904 the law firm and the family suffered the tragic loss of Hugh Freeman as a result of an accident on his farm. In September 1907, Louis Fullen was appointed district attorney, and, although the D.A. was only a part time position in 1907, the firm dissolved at the end of the year and the practice passed to D. G. Grantham and J. M. Dye. A.A. Freeman and J.O. Cameron withdrew from the New Mexico Bar in early 1908 and the families moved to British Columbia to start a new life in the lumber industry.

Skepticism about the extent of President Harrison’s reaction to Ellis v. Newbrough may also be grounded in one’s view of law and politics. Congress, in creating the Territory of New Mexico, made a clear distinction regarding the president’s power to appoint persons to the executive and judicial branches of territorial government. Executive officers served for four years “unless sooner removed by the president,” whereas supreme court justices were appointed for four years terms, period. Of course, he could always “demand” a resignation, but Benjamin Harrison in late 1891 and the first ten months of 1892 was in a battle for his political life, in the end losing his rematch with Grover Cleveland. Did he really have the time or the inclination to play a “heavy hand” in a controversy over a minor indiscretion of an associate justice in the Territory of New Mexico?
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